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REQUIEM

Giuseppe Verdi

To the memory of Alessandro Manzoni on the first anniversary of his death, May 22, 1874.

STANLEY CHAPPLE, Conductor

*MARY CURTIS-VERNA, Soprano  THEODORE TURNER, Tenor
DOROTHY COLE, Mezzo soprano  *LEON LISHNER, Bass

The University Chorale, Oratorio Chorus, and Singers
Rodney Eichenberger, Conductor

I  Requiem  Solo quartet and chorus

II  Dies irae  Chorus
Tuba mirum  Bass and chorus
Liber scriptus  Mezzo soprano and chorus
Quid sum miser  Soprano, Mezzo soprano, and Tenor
Rex tremendae  Solo quartet and chorus
Recordare  Soprano and Mezzo soprano
Ingemisco  Tenor
Confutatis  Bass and chorus
Lacrymosa  Solo quartet and chorus

III  Offertorio  Solo quartet

INTERMISSION

IV  Sanctus  Chorus I and II

V  Agnus Dei  Soprano, Mezzo soprano, and chorus

VI  Lux aeterna  Mezzo soprano, Tenor, and Bass

VII  Libera me  Soprano and chorus
UNIVERSITY CHORALE
Greg Allen Katherine Holway Linda Roberts
Theodore F. Ashizawa Dianna Howard Sandra Ruconich
Robert Beaumier Valerie Hutchison Ken Schwartz
Bonnie Blanchard Jan Isbell Roupen Shakarian
Rod Bristol Paula Johnson Patricia Smith
Bruce Browne Bob Julien Reggie Smith
Robert Campbell Katherine Keane Dick Sparks
Mary Chesterman R. Gordon Kennedy Leland Stearns
Dennis Coleman Dorothea Kopta Diane Tefft
Scott Cronk M. Huntington Little Kathleen Thornton
H. Bernard Crouse Tina Litzscheiner Margaret Tukey
Nancy Lynn Failer Cymantha Kay McGugin Gregory Vanci
Mary Fierke Lawrence Marsh Dennis Vanzandt
Ron Gangnes Jennifer Miles M. Frank Varro
James Garrett Chuck Monary Kay Verelius
Edward Griffeths Belle Morlok Norm Walker
L. Lynn Hall Ginni Paynton Susie Ziad
Sharon Harmon Jennerose Rantz Nancy Zylstra

UNIVERSITY ORATORIO CHORUS
Jean Balfour William Hare Michael Pyburn
Thomas G. Ballard Kim Hayashi Georgia Robbins
Colett Barrett Pat Hillman Anita Rodin
Dolores Bjorback Pat Holtcraft Mary Salamun
Valerie Boddington Marlin Hougham Myron Sandberg
Cathy Braman Claudia House Marja Sauleskamins
Donna Brice Susan Hoxter Joanne Skinner
Julie Anne Broback Ruth Jacobson Colleen Spillane
Robert L. Burr Janet Jett Adena Spohn
Susan Buttram Carolyn Kidder Steve Starr
Norman Cascioppo Jane Kolar Carol Suffron
Robert Casteel Phil Laube Sheryl Sullivan
Stephen Chabot Barbara Libby Thomas Theriault
Kathryn Creceius Leroy Lehman Linda Thompson
Cathy Cummins Judith Lobe Arden Thronson
Richard Curry Rebecca Lugar Leslie Uhlig
Ted Day Linda Mackintosh Kay Verelius
Mary Thadia d'Hont Steve Markkanen Mary Washington
David Difore Ileen Montyn Jack Weber
M. S. Dunham Diane Moss Robert Wellman
Dana Dwinnell John Orr Nicholas Wheeler
Clio Eldred Jennifer Osburn Patricia L. Wilcox
R. Blake Emery Bob Overhulser Donald A. Williams
Jeanne Farrow Carol Peet Vivian Y. Williams
Jan Figenshow Gail Peterson John Wines
Marty Fox Mary Elizabeth Peterson David A. Wirrick
Robin Haliday Marilyn Putney Joel Yeliland
UNIVERSITY SINGERS

Therese Adamek
Patricia Anex
Julie Antie
Susan Aspinwall
Jo Ellen Bailey
John Bailey
Rodney Bailey
Cheryl Bauer
Terri Bechtold
Rebecca Bell
James Bennett
Jan Bennett
Kathleen Betenson
C. Mikalson Bisha
Amy Boney
Gloria Bordeaux
Gail Bradbury
Joyce Bridgham
Joyce Bristol
Marcia Bronczyk
Kathryn Brown
Lynnette Brown
Christine Buckley
Dennis Buckley
Sydney Buckley
Robert Burke
Gregory Bush
Deborah Cahill
Karen Chandler
Cora Chase
Carolyn Chopard
Susan Coffin
Jasmin Companion
Janet Cree
Jane Cummins
Richard Dean
Hil deborst
Lawanza Devries
Julie Dickey
Mary Doane
Brynn Dreyer
Sue Dryer
John Duff
Jane Dunning
Laura Epps
Chance Evans
Sharon Falkner
April Ferencz
Beth Frisbee
Edward Froats
Douglas Froili

Peter Gantt
Gary Gardell
Karla Gjerde
Portia Godbey
Arthur Godfrey
James Goodman
Nancy Grabinski
Jeannette Grabos
Mary Graupmann
Christina Greственные
Dorothy Gunn
Betty Gurtner
Martha Hall
Terry Hansen
Sheryl Hardie
Mia Hashiguchi
Lynda Healy
Bonnie Howe
Richard Huber
Dennis Johnson
Valerie Kennedy
Cindy Kobieski
Norma Krook
Mary Lancaster
Mary Lane
Ruth Larson
Wendy Lipke
Suzanne Lunstrom
Mary McCann
Janice McClarty
Virginia McLinden
Sanders MacGrain
Jean McNamer
William Mahoney
Michelle Maltby
Felicidad Mamawag
Susan Maskenhine
Susan Mathews
Ilze Michalovskis
Frank Minear
Mary Monahan
Richard Myers
Catharine Nelson
Janet Wilson
Melissa Nordin
Craig Nutley
Jay Obenour
Bertha Ortega
Sandra Osborne
Diane Parr
Robert Paul
Monte Pearson

Marilyn Pigott
Suzanne Porel
Patricia Postma
Judith Quinn
Carol Ramsey
Diana Reeve
John Ressier
Anita Roe
Virginia Roper
Jean Rosenberg
Margaret Russell
Betty Santini
William Schadt
Susan Semler
Rosanne Sharpe
Joan Shelton
K. Sirikanchana
John Slottedahl
Sharlene Smith
Sharon Soderlind
Gwendolyn Sparling
Colleen Spillane
Elizabeth Stanberry
Betsy Steere
Frederick Stockton
Phyllis Strayle
Paula Stringellow
Barbara Switzer
Martha Takizawa
Mary Talbott
Maruta Thomas
Valerie Vacaw
Paul Wagner
Mary Wanderer
William Wanser
Ellen Warmisk
Joan Watters
Renee Welch
Phyllis West
John Wexler
Robin Wheeler
Jamie Whitt
Mike Wieseneck
Brent Wilcox
Katherine Williams
Wendy Williams
Kenneth Wilson
Reinhard Wolf
Jeannie Wright
Cynthia Wyckoff
Russell Zylstra
STANLEY CHAPPLE is conducting the Requiem in his final concert as a faculty member of the School of Music at the University of Washington. Doctor Chapple is honored and respected by a large public as a musician, conductor, and music educator, and as an inspired leader in furthering music in the Pacific Northwest.

A scholarship for orchestral conducting has been established in Doctor Chapple's name. Those who wish to support the fund may send contributions to the Stanley Chapple Scholarship Fund for Orchestral Conducting, University of Washington School of Music, Seattle, Washington 98105.
UNIVERSITY SYMPHONY

1st Violin
*Veda Reynolds
Sharon Wood
Deede Evans
Julie Ayer
Sharyn Alisop
Anne Sokol
Peggy Bardeson
Paula Sokol
Rebecca Gillette
Corinne Odegard
Eric Meng
Gail Haisey
Loryn Davidson
Stephen Daniels
Sue Davis
Vicki White
Karen Bonnevie
Henry Siegl

2nd Violin
*Irvin Eisenberg
John Tibbs
Allen Goss
Shannon Rud
Pierre Ventur
Ann McLaughlin
Alida Lynton
Heather Nicoll
David Harrington
Linda Hodges
Denis Weber
Robert Daniel
Leslie Rutan
Karen Hooper
Cheryl Whiteside
Susan Dubin

Viola
*Alan Igglitzin
Carol Kapek
Paul Marks
Eileen Swanson
Dale Johnson
Ann Eggers
Sid Haagland
Connie Nelson
Mike Israel
Janis Asbury
Patricia Duruz
*Donald McInnes

Violoncello
*Charles Brennand
Linda Hart
Michael Mateski
Kathy Hummer
Phillip Carlson
Lynn Nowels
Marcia Wuest
Annie Roberts
Robert Lovestedt
Joan Lande
Sally Stapp
Carol Wexler
*Eva Heinitz

Bass
*W. Ring Warner
Harold Johanson
Douglas Smith
Hugh Hendrickson
Alice Batchelder
Nancy Griffin

Flute
Jeff Cohan
Leslie Uhlig
Debbie Shorrock
Beth Frisbee
Gloria Root
Betsy Raleigh

Piccolo
Betsy Raleigh

Oboe
Lynn Dimond
Mary Johanson
Robyn Phillips
Martha Oelund

Clarinet
Irene Sheetz
Terri Alisop
Kathy Jones
Mary Phillips

Bassoon
Ann Crandall
Amy Bonham
Ralph Jefford
Jeanette Grabos

Horn
James Weaver
Paul McNutt
Ron English
Sheila Rust
Dennis Sower
Karen Hansen
Dan Cole
Jerry Jensen

Trumpet
Jeff Cole
Virginia Paynton
Chuck Stowell
Bill Gibbs

Off-stage Trumpet
Keith Baggerly
Frank Minear
Rick Mengini
John Wines

Trombone
Alan Dorse
Barbara Presson
Clayton Whitehead

Tuba
Jay Obenour

Tympani
William Wansor
Susan Taylor

Percussion
Richard Jensen

Concert Coordinator
Richard Radford

*Faculty member
The following SPONSORS and DONORS made it possible for the Requiem to be presented in the Seattle Opera House and contributed to the establishment of the Stanley Chapple Scholarship Fund for Orchestral Conducting.
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Some contributions were received too late for listing.

Grateful acknowledgement is made to an anonymous sponsor identified only by "In the spirit of the Garfield Magnet Program."